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ABOVE:
Shove Chapel

spiritual

center of

Colorado

College.

ABOVE:
Cutler Hall -

The original Colorado College
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ABOVE:
Barnes Science Center -

The science major's second

home

LEFT:

The grand and stoic

Palmer Hall

RIGHT:
Worner Center -

Home of food, books, mail,

and most importantly: Hockey
Tickets.
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RIGHT:
Students walk by the beautiful

Palmer Hall

BELOW:
Cossit Hall. ..home of dance

lessons, The Writing Center,

and CC's publications
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BELOW:
Fresh snow covers the grass in

front of the Warner Center
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ABOVE:
The somewhat painful truth is

in here.

RIGHT:
The truth of college students is

DEFINITELY in there.

Where?

Where does one

begin the search

for truth? More
importantly, where

does one find it?

Can it be found in

these places?

Certainly some
form of it can be

found here. How-
ever, the search

continues...

6 Opening

RIGHT:
Can truth be bought at the C-

Store?

BELOW:
There may be more in here

than one wants to know.
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DANGER

KEEP OUT

The Western

Ridge Project

Current Colorado Coll

students know all too well

the truth of construction.

The early moring noise, as

well as the lack of parking

spaces, has caused many a

student to grumble. The

Western Ridge Project has

invoked fear into many

freshmen; will they ever be

allowed to live off campus?

The answer is likely yes. In

viewing the construction and

changes, one must keep a positive

outlook. When all is said and done,

the improvements will probably

outweigh the negative aspects.

DANGER
CONSTRUCTION

- AREA -
KEEP OUT
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LEFT:

Bicycles. Also known as

freshmen "cars."

RIGHT:
Freshman transportation

"Backfires."

LEFT:

First-year Mike Voigt

doesn't seem toknowwhere
he is going yet.

RIGHT:
Life in Loomis:

The Great Underwear
Incident.
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ABOVE:
Residential Life recognizes

Slocum Hall's staff for having

the "Most Team Spirit"

BELOW:
Dorm chalkboards are excellent

means of advertising for stu-

dents
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What every

college party

needs: drinks

and people.
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RIGHT:
Loomis house "Mother
Peggy Boecking.

RIGHT:
College hijinks strik again
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Millennium Masquerade

@all

December 17th, 1999
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BELOW:
African Drummers at the

Millennium Masquerade
Ball

LEFT:

Megan Rudd, a

member of the African

Dance Crew, at the

Ball
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Millennium Maquerade ^all
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BELOW:
Student group, headed by Andrew Usher and Ryan
Anderson,who created the Millennium Masquerade
Ball
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The Truth is in....&eing Octioe

RIGHT:
Cipher writers cover Pueblo

UnionMarch,where the Presi-

dent of AFL-CIO spoke
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RIGHT:
Students protest nuclear

waste transport. Led by

Mike Belzer.

BELOW:
Students protestConoco Oil

Company for drilling in

Escalante National Monu-
ment. Led by Mike Belzer.
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ABOVE:
Invertebrate Zoology,

Block One with Ron
Hathaway

BELOW:
Students in Senegal,

West Africa
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LEFT:

Statue of Charles Tutt,

after whom the Tutt

Library was named.

RIGHT:
Someone attempts to

block the tunnel under

Tutt Library with their

bicycle.
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Students ride bicycles down Tejon Street during "Critical

Mass"
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The Truth:

Brad Dierschow tries in vain to

become the human condom.
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Vani Narayana is STILL waiting for it to rain.

Does she know that she's inside?
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ABOVE:
C.C. band "Architects of

Progress" at Llamapolooza '98
BELOW:
James Hayford and John

Mooallem at

Llamapolooza '98
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ABOVE:
Helena McCracken and

friends.

BELOW:
Hanish Goven, Michelle

Gabrieloff, Helena

McCracken, & Brian

Nichols.
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ABOVE:
Stephanie Dickerson,

Tyler Lynn, and Felisa

Gonzales
BELOW:
"Liz" and Tyler Lynn
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There's nothing like some good music

to make people feel all warm and

fuzzy inside.
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1-5, The Poserz won their very last game by forfeit. Go
team!
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ABOVE:
Blithe Macy and Amy
McMillin

BELOW:
Mike Voight and friend

play in the fresh snow.
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^999 foot Trip to the Sangre de Cristas

RIGHT:
Adair, Kate, Holly, &
Carine

.
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Jim Frazier finds Easy Mac irresistable. Then again, maybe
he's just trying to play a trick on the yearbook editor. Silly

Jim.
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Another exciting Saturday night at CC.

nothing to do but play with my lobster.
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ABOVE:
Rae-Anne Hayes, Anna
Bauer, Amy Klein, and

Aimee Hull.

LEFT:

Amy Klein and Rae-Anne

Hayes.
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Some people just do not want their picture taken!
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Vani Narayana has her own special way of studying

for Neuroscience. Some of her wingies were not happy
with being condemned as the "notch".
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The hallway is definitely a better place to sleep than

one's bed.
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LEFT:

Tiffany Robertson loves

the camera.

RIGHT:
Chad Schonewill would
prefer that we lost the

camera.
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Jim Frazier at the Colorado College Cabin,

where he composed his famous song

"Simon Found a Crack Pipe". Someday he

will be a star.

Student Life 39
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(QJno Anew anallwau could

naue sucn an

entertainmentfactor/

Right (from top to bottom),

Kyle DeBeer, Rae-Anne Hayes, David

Swenson, Vani Narayana, Steve Bedrick

Above, Sophie Holland.

Right, Brad Dierschow
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Above, Caprice Marie Edwards
To the right, Alejandro Negrete.

Below, Jim Frazier

Uwo sightmas or

(OJinnieme

Joon am
S/cocum

.

/
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Sfe/ 6a witn a

littlenelp

rrom my
friends

Right, Rajeev Narayana,

Vani Narayana, Rabbit,

Caprice Marie Edwards

Above, Kyle Debeer,

Lamont McMillan, and

Jim Frazier
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Above left, Vani Narayana and Chelsea Newby
Above right, Vani, Tiffany, Steve, Sophie, Chad, Kari,

Rae-Anne, Brad, Gretel, and Lamont
Below, Steve Bedrick and Brad Dierschow
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Hailing run outside.

Thai's what Colorado is best For!

Above right, Jim Frazier.

Below left, Lamont McMillan.

Below right, Chad Schonewill and Tiffany Robertson
I

1
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Below, Keli'i Krueger, Vani Narayana, and Trissa Pearson-Franks
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Jun Uimes atGG

Above, Vani Narayana and Liz Macy
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Above, Erin Kliewer, Liz Macy, Greg, and Vani Narayana

Below Right, Caprice Marie Edwards
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CBeinoJroductiue atCG

Above, Vani Narayana and Liz Macy graduate from Bartending School

Below Left, Lisa Harrington cuts Jen Schnipsema's hair

Below Right, Oiwi Parker Jones practices playing guitar
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LEFT:

Sophie Holland

BELOW:
Simon Tafoya and Anna
Bauer

BELOW:
Vani Narayana
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ABOVE:
Rae-Anne Hayes

ABOVE and BELOW:
Kyle DeBeer's pumpkin,

front and back.

BELOW:
Kari Kwinn
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RIGHT:
Moriah Underhill, Tressa

Pearson, Franks, Julia

Nerlson, and Sandra
Horn

LEFT:

"Fino"

RIGHT:
Jesse Howard and

Caprice Marie Edwards
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RIGHT:
Kyle DeBeer:

Debate King

BELOW:
Vani Narayana and Jim

Frazier
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BELOW:
Kat Baker

LEFT:

Kyle DeBeer

ABOVE:
Steve Bedrick
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LEFT:

Jody Peterson

BELOW:
Sophie Holland

ABOVE:
Tiffany Robertson
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RIGHT:
Lamont McMillan

RIGHT:
Kari Kwinn

LEFT:

Brad Dierschow
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BELOW:
Caprice Marie Edwards

LEFT:

Becky Markin

ABOVE:
Bethany Marsh
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RIGHT:
Simon Tafoya

LEFT:

Chadmium Schonewill

RIGHT:
Tobin Guthrie
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LEFT:

Dawn Beckman

BELOW:
Jen Malcolm

LEFT:

Sean Corrigan
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scary Cosliimes

Above Left, Rabbit, Trissa, Liz, and Vani

Below Left, Howie Silleck

Below Right, "Fino"
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AHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Jiunora??

Below, Caprice Marie Edwards
Right, Chelsea Newby

Bottom Right, Luke Skywalker
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Above Left, Maggie Hillis and Liz Macy with Luke
Above Center, Keli'i Krueger with Luke

Above Right, Andrew Crepinsek

Below, James
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The

Best oF

Friends..
# • 1
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Best or

imes
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outside

togetner
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Are both of these

stunning men Jim

Frazier? Or could

he possibly have

an equally hand-

some evil twin?

Hmmm....
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LEFT:

Alejandro Negrete

Hendrie

RIGHT:
David Swenson
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RIGHT:
Ellie Collinson

RIGHT:
Anna Bauer

LEFT:

Rae-Anne Hayes
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LEFT:

Slocum 2-North at The
Big Texan in Armarillo,

Texas.

BELOW:
Keli'i Krueger wears the

Sombrero of Power.

ABOVE:
Liz Macy, Tressa Pearson,

Keli'i Krueger, and Vani

Narayana
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Friends at CC
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Do you see the

common
theme??
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Winter

Scenes

in

Colorado
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as/fime at
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Being productive at your

desk?
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In the
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Mmmmmm There's nothing better than some
good salad.
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Women's

Soccer

88 Sports
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92 Sports

Volleyball



CROSS-CROUNTRY
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Men s and Women 's
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SwimmingandDiving
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Men's and Women's

Tennis
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Sports 101



Men's and Women's lacrosse

102 Sports



Sports 103



ntramural Sp
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sntors in

fiction!

Vani

Narayana
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Luke West
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Andrew Morrison

Vanita Narayana
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KelVi

Krueger

Michelle Gabrieloff,

'young radical*
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Lefty Brenda Harris.

Below, Kate Noson
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Brian Nichols, founder ofThe Cipher

Ramone Parish in Senegal, WestAfrica
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&cfifor's CPcaael9

Editor-in-Chief, Rao-Anne. Hayes & -^

faff Assistant Editor, Brittany Sfceo&es

Spring Assistant Editor, Amy Kfein Sports Editor, John Gbitucki
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Congratulations class of

2000

at Colorado College.

We wishyou luck asyou start

a new leg ofyourjourney!

Guy,

Just as you looked at us back then, we are now look-

ing at you with confidence, pride, joy, and lots oflove.

From Mom, Dad Galia, Maayan, &Houston

DoSer^.

c5cncorr

Gfass of2000

G itillations toonaratuiaiions

uou andtne rest of

tne araduatina

class!
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Jeremy Wintraub

Congratulations to our leading mon
From your supporting cast.

Love, Mom, Dad, Noah, & Shona
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To the best son, brother, and friend

we could ask for. Congratulations on

your graduation! Love Always!

Mom, Megan, Melissa, & Dad

LOUIS MATTHEW
GROSSMAN

Congratulations jCqu!

fgvejrorriMom, t)ad,

andjielen

t
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Jaime Schwartz

Congratulations

Jaime
and the

Class of 2000

The Buddhists believe that before they begin their life-changing work of their Zen
practice, the world is exactly how it appears. Mountains are mountains, they are

famous for saying, and rivers are rivers.

Once they start to meditate, though, to lose themselves in the change that must
occur, mountains cease to be mountains, and rivers cease to be rivers. The Zen
student loses the points of reference he has always relied upon: mountains overlap

and dissolve into rivers, rivers break their barriers and rise up like mountains, and the

student becomes less and less sure about who and what he is, dissolving his sense

of self within a dissolving world.

With enough understanding and practice, things begin to click back into place:

mountains go back to being mountains and rivers go back to beign rivers. But

meditation has moved the student to a place where he can see that the mountains

exist in relationship to the rivers and that they make eachother possible. He has

opened his eyes to the interrelatedness of everything, including the world and himself.

Pam Houston, A Little More about Me

May your life's journey be full of love and adventure.

Mom, Dad, Jonathan, and Mark
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Jjrent\Jvo6erfJrewitt DraAe

(Sue
yre soproudor all aou yoe

accomplisnedaf Cjolorado (jollege!

jCow ifs time /o go. .

.

Jne worldis waitingfor gou !

Cjongra/ulahons !

Dad^ JJio/n^ (Susanna, d2 <^)aran

^ooe
J
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SEEK THE WILDERNESS, FOR

THERE IS PEACE

Dear Max,

Our love and

congratulations to

you!

Mom, Dad, Liz,

Johanna
120 Senior Ads
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CONGRATULATIONS
Todd "Buck", Pete "Dixie",

Dan, Jesse,

And The Rest of The Gang

7ay to go Boys!

Love,

The Bassions

And
The Ddcons
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CONGRATULATIONSJULIEir

"The key to happiness is having dreams —

Thekey tosuccess ismakingthem come true.
*

We are so proud of your courage and commit-

ment to your dreams....

They make you unique and special.

Much Love,

Mom & Dad
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Corvine and Nicote Ro6erge
The stars danced on the day you were born, Corrine and Nicole, and they haven't stopped

dancing since. We are so excited and proud of your accomplishments. We know that all

your dreams and aspirations will come true. Love you forever, Mom & Dad

Nicole and Corrine, Nicole and Corrine,

We are proud of your academic

and athletic achievements and

we are thrilled to extend our

sincere congratulations on your

graduation. We also wish both

of you the brightest future.

Your neighbors, the Brkic

family.

Congratulations my friends,

Emily

Congrats! Heather

We remember the day you

born. What a surprise! Two
of you! Have loved being

part of your family. Con-

gratulations.

Yvonne & Randy

Nicole and Corrine,

GREAT! Mitch.

I wish you the best of every-

thing life has to offer. I love

you, Danielle
Corrine and Nicky

Four quick years! What an accomplishment. Congratulations

on your graduation. With love and best wishes for your dreams

of the future. John, Eileen, Jason, Kelly

Auntie Corrine & Auntie Nicole, I love you. Cassandra

You came, you saw, you conquered and now you are graduating. I'm really proud of you

both. This is such a great accomplishment. Love you lots, Your sister Erica

Corrine &Nicole

Congratulations! Seems like only yesterday you were playing Chinese jump rope, getting

ready to start Kindergarten, and now you are graduating from college. Unbelievable, best

of luck, Christine & Bob, Toni &Dick & Rick

Dear Corrine and Nicole,

Congratulations on all your endeavors. You both are outstanding athletes but most of all, you are outstanding

young women. We always look forward to the times our families are together. It is hard to believe you are

now graduating from college, it seems like just yesterday that the two of you, Kristen, and Jennifer were

starting Kindergarten at Hugo Reid. May your future be filled with good health, happiness and success.

Love, Bob, Carolyn, Tracy, Stephen, Kristen

Proud of You! Knew you could do it! Larry, Shirley, Deanna, Rod, Jenna

Congratulations! We are so proud of you Corrine and Nicole. Pat &Sue, Jennifer, John, Lauren, Lisa,

and Stephen Corinne & Nicole, Way to Go! John

We are all very proud of you both. May God bless you and bring you happiness in teh future.

Congratulations, Love, J.P, Susie, Avery

Congratulations. We are so proud of you. With all our love, Auntie Mary, Doug, Angie, Bill, Jacob,

Sorena, Skeet &Becka, Tina & Russ Congratulations!!! Saane

Corrrine & Nicole, You both are to be congratulated. I knew you would do it. Werner

Congratulations! Let's celebrate! Dan Congratulations! Jason
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David Mirsky
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Congratulations!

Nicole Corneillier

^£
From business school to the business world.

We're proud of your accomplishments!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Brittony

7=3
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Tricia C. Brock

Seeing you grow up has been wonderful. We're looking forward to

watching you continue your journey.

Love, Your Family
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^Amanda J\ueu

Amanda,

You have always had many interests annd followed through with an abounding thirst for

knowledge about our world and its peoples. We believe that the CC experience has "pushed

your buttons, " and so strengthened you to want to make a difference somewhere in this

world. Thanks you Professors. Thanks you Amanda for getting to every class, never taking

for granted all that Colorado College had to offer you.

Have faith. Seek and find. Love,

Mom & Dad
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JCackena stones

Congmrukmons

Nadena. You did

it!

York Moiheu
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Chris Hampson
Dear Chris,

Congratulations on your Graduation.

We love you so much and honor the

commitment and hard work that you

have brought to pursuing your

dreams and goals at CC. May the

Angels be with you as you embark

upon your new journey through

Medical School.

Love Always,

Mom and Kate

Gartner

(day to go Joe

and the Cfass of 00

Congratufations

from Gerry, Teresa

andJohn Gartner

andMary, Riff, and

Liam Boyd

MOOALLEM
Congratulations Jon.

You continue to amaze us!

We are all so proud of you.

With all our love.

Mom& Dad, Rebecca &
Harris,

Grandma & Grandpa, and

Grandma Renee
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Christopher

e

k

Congratulations to Christopher

and the Class of 2000.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Andrew
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Elizabeth Grace McKee
Colorado College Class of2000

arnz aoorae
Dear Marni,

Once again, you do us

proud!

We love you,

Your Family

Margaret 0. Reicf

"What is a vision? It is a conpelling image ofan

achievablefuture
"

-Laura Fortgang

We are proud of your earned accomplishment, and

wish you success as you begin your next adventure in

life. Congratulations Margaret! Hold on to your

vision.

Love - Mom and Phil

Wesley Mooney
Dear Wes,,

We are very proud of you and all that you have accomplisghed.

In four years at The Colorado College you have taken

advantage of many opportunities and have enjoyed many
special times. We know your learning is just beginning-

much lies ahead. You will continue to be sensitive and kind

to others as you maek your mark on the world. We are proud

of the man you have become.

]Love,

Mom, Dad,and Ashley

132 Senior Ads
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NATHAN JACKSON

You will stand many times

at a crossroad in life

Just as you're standing now.

And no on can tellyou

which way to go...

Or whatyou should do. .

.

or how...

Yours is the choice. .

.

Mayyoufollowyour dreams

And believe in yourselfall

the way

Asyou journey along with

your eyes on the stars

and hope in your heart

Day by Day.

- Unknown

Wishing you happiness and success

always,

We Love You,

Mom, Dad, Josh & Molly
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Congratulations !

Bachelor in Arts in History

Secondary Teaching License in Social Studies

May 22, 2000

We are very proud of you—for the person you are

and for what you have accomplished.

Love, Mom and Doug
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Erin Beaver

Congratulations on your latest

achievement! We're very proud of you and

what you've accomplished, both in school and

in you outside activities. Good luck as you

move into a wider world.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Jim

Christina

Cooky Xewis

Congratulations

Chris!!

We are very Proud!

Love, Mom, Dad,

and A, W, T, K, I,

T, C, and W.

Ben Fowle
Benny-boy...

Always in motion

Whether Body or Mind

Full of Emoption

he's one of a kind!!!

Love, Mom and Dad
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CONGRATULATIONS

CHELSEA!
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ANQELA ICAZEQEANNES

Vu

Ultimate

friinzzy

StotyQ'iw*^

You Go Girl!

You setyour goals and

attained them -

Im soproud ofyou and loveyou-

Allyour aunts, uncles and

cousins areproud ofyou too -

and loveyou!

Grandma

johnathan,

Congratulations and much

success in the future.

Love,

Mom, Papa, and Lisa

After climbing a great hill, one onlyfinds that

there are many more hills to climb. I have

taken a moment here to rest, to steal a view of

the glorious vista that surrounds me, to look

back on the distance I have come. But I can

rest onlyfora moment,for withfeedom comes

responsibilities, and I dare not linger, for my

long walk is notyet ended.

Nelson Mandela (1994).
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Dear Chris,

Congratulations on your outstanding achievement and success at C.C. I wish

you the same success as you continue your journey through Medical School.

You are a special person, a whole man with adventure in your heart and the

courage to experience life to the fullest. I am privileged to be your father.

Continue to follow your dream wherever it takes you with the same courage

and commitment that brought you to the success that you celebrate this day.

Love, Dad

jtCetty £xick&on
Kel,

We are so proud ofyu, not only for

what you have accomplished, but

for being the wonderful young

woman that you are. We wish you

the best as you look forward to your

life ahead.

We love you!

Dad, Mom, Ryan, & Ali

Baoicf (sSirfn

Congratulations,

David C. Wirtn

MakeA Difference!

:::::::: ^
M

Gina - You followed in your sister's footsteps to

CC (Monica Lea Lopez Class of 1996), but you

pursued your own agendas. You involvements in

ACM, Residential Life, and the Career Center

have contributed to your success. We are so very

proud of you. Congratulations!

We Love You, Mom and Dad
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Wishing you love, happiness

and success to go with your

wonderful college memories.

Congratulations!!

Mary and Pete McCusker,

Elizabeth, Stephanie, Melanie,

David, and Shelby

TiffanA

This life, I do not know how to live it. No one taught me.
No one told me about its turbulence. I think I thought
"loving" was the sweetest, easiest thina in the world.
Which is not at all what it is. No one told me about
storms, squally winds on the edge of the abyss, eclipses

of the sun. thirst that kills within inches of a spring.

Never could I have imagined the terrors there are in joys.

Wanting to scream for mercy. Joy is unbearable. And I

Cnever suspected it. I am exhausted. What happiness!
C _Hp|pnp rixnus

1°J Y

with love,
congratulati

ons, and
hopes for

happiness,

Plate
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Cuemtany
£wanson

Your smile, ability

to listen and be a
friend, the under-

standing you have
of yourself and
thoughtfulness
you exhibit to-

wards others will

serve you well.

Congratulations!

Love,

Your Family

Damn Ratter
"It is sir, as Ihave said, a

small college, andyet there

are those who love it.

"

^Daniel Webster

Aaron has been one of those who love

CC. Thank you Colorado College

faculty for the amazing experiences

you have given him. Congratulations

to Aaron and all of his friends!

^The Reiter Family

SCOTT ROSENTHAL
Your family is so proud of all your accomplishments.

We love you dearly and are so very pleased that you

are Graduating. To our precious Scott, who was

pensive, even as a toddler. GO GET 'EM, KIDDO!

Love,

Mom, Charlie, & Josh
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Kristopher -

We Love you!

M&P

You've blossomed to

be a caring young
man.

May your smile and
sensitivity pollinate all

creatures great and
small.

$mms$nfiw
True to your

dream! See you

on Broadway!

Sarah ^lair
Congratulations! We are all so proud of you. It is

time for another leg of your life's journey to begin.

We wish you as much happiness and success. Your

hard work and determination will take you wher-

ever you want to go. We love you and will always

be here for you.

Mom & Dave, Dad, Robb & the whole family
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You did it your way and you always will. Your way, as it

turns out, is pretty damn good. We are very proud of you.

Our love always,

Mom and Dad
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iCe^tirlcciX^

Kerri,

You fill our lives with wonder, magic, light and love. Let your light shine wher-

ever you go, in whatever you do! We believe in you and we are proud of you!

Congratulations! We love you!

Mom, Dad, Chris and Kaitlin

SarahAnne

Newton

Congratulations Sarah!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jack & Mallory

Gc4»0\dA*l*fco4~l, Wit itw M^wt «|

1140,Jt*/

Cfori&f/na Ramir&z
Congratulations Christina!

dSe're very proud ofyou and a ft you've

accomplished so far! d)e are looking

forward to oyhat the future brings.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jessie & Kennie
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~ PHIL AND ROCKY -

%DQ\C-OHU

ANDREW MORRISON
Congratulations !

You did a great job! We '.

are so proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Justin,

Teresa, Jennifer, Zach

and Einstein

Weloveyou,XXOOXX

Congragtulations! We understand how
veryhardyou have always worked to reach

your goals, and we are extremely proud of

you. May God bless you abundantly as

you dance throughyour adult life. We love

you very much.

Mom & Dad
144 Senior Ads

Nina Stavina
Congratulations Dear Nina

We are all very proud of you and we want

to wish you the best in your bright future.

Good luck in achieving all your goals.

God bless you.

Love you always,

Mom, Dad, Zhanna, Grandpa-Reuts



tyhn ^,eiA,-}Jre&ko

ls)£ik

9\

Open sAu^

JjJue wafer

>oa)der

eace.

Jop and Juta
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Andrew Crepinsek

"I cannot find pride in the

things God gives me, I can

only find pride in God."

Andy Crepinsek September

1994

A fool with patience is

practically a wiseman."

Andy Crepinsek July 1998

Look upon the future

asthough it were present,

look at the stars as is they

were in your hands, the

future is yours; have a great

one,

We love you Mom and Dad

Congratulations!
You are an outstanding young

woman! We love you!

Mom, Dad and David

K.C. Boyce
Congratulations K.C.B.! Good
luck in ruling the world.

Love, Mom and Dad

Ar\'z>Y



Dear Alon

May you live to see

your world fulfilled,

May your destiny be

for worlds still to

come, and may you
trust in generations

past and yet to be.

May your heart be

filled with intuition

your worlds filled

with insight and

your vision be on a

straight path before you.

Remember we are in your heart.

Listen and you will always feel our love.

We are so proud of you!

Mom, Dad and Heleit

TUT
iri ki

Anna McGee

A toast to Anna upon her

graduation. Congratulations.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Sarah

Jessica Marks

Jessie -

You've done a great job!

Were all proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Chris, and Nic

tC/pxC M/^U {f/J^Aj},

<l(achel Meeker

Rachel,

You re our shooting

star!



'The Truth is an ambition

which is beyond us."

Peter Ustinov
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pioneered a westward

route to the spice-rich

East Indies, Christopher

Columbus lands in the

Bahamas. At the time of

first European contact,

about 90 million Native

Americans live in North

and South America.

Granger Collection

j*k^ Spanish explorer Hernando Cortes

"^ST introduces horses from Spain into the New

World, changing transportation and culture

for Native Americans. Cortes carries out a

harsh conquest of Montezuma and the Aztecs.

^ Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as

-Mp acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along

the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and

communication in Europe. Beginning in

1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land

expose Europeans to Arab culture.

(^) leil End (ffi>i Chinese invent {E)) Mara Pllhl

reaches North magnetic compass. travels In China.

Stagecoaches offer public passenger service,

and covering 15 miles a day is considered a

good speed. The coaches travel in stages,

changing horses at each stop. As a result, the

stagecoach line is born.

^>) Mercator creates ^^ First Connsluga {©>
his world map. [ wagons are boilt. is invented.

• Transcnnlinental

railroad spans II.!

{&

Gondolas first

appear in Venice.

4jp>

is built.

ffljft

start

ifijft

Mayflower lands

at Plymouth Rock.

tjQ)

Lewis and

explore West.

Practical

internal-combustion

D
engine appears. if

tft

Public rides

first escalator.

Pirates terrorize

the seas between

land 1730. One of the

most notorious pirates is

Edward Teach, known as

"Blackbeard." The fictional

Captain Hook first appears

in the 1904 play "Peter

Pan" which inspires

books, musicals and films

throughout the century. A. During the Revolutionary War, a submarine is

^tipr used in battle for the first time. Built by American

David Bushnell, the one-person vessel is powered by a

hand-cranked propeller. Twentieth-century submarines

are complex, nuclear-powered craft used for defense and

scientific purposes.

A Birchbark canoes provide transportation for

tfm- many Native Americans. The canoes are made

with a light wood frame covered with pieces

of bark sewn together and made watertight

with melted pitch.

The first practical wheelchairs provide new

mobility for those unable to walk. Early

models of wheelchairs have three wheels

and hand cranks to propel the chair forward.

1000

-•fc^ France's

"**¥*"
Montgolfier

brothers launch the

first hot-air balloon.

Filled with smoke,

the silk balloon rises

to 6,000 feet. Later

that year, the first

passengers go

aloft—a rooster, a

duck and a sheep.



^> SnbT^*i*r provide a new

way to get around in

ever-more-crowded

cities. The world's

first underground

railway opens in

London in 1863. By

1904, New York City

inaugurates its first

rapid-transit subways.

Fralelli/Slock Market

^m Travel by rail revolutionizes land transportation.

British engineer Richard Trevithick invents the

first steam locomotive in 1804, but it is 1825

before railroads haul passengers.

Humans

achieve

powered flight. The

first flight of Wilbur

and Orville Wright's

Flyer lasts 12 seconds

and carries Orville

to a height of 10 feet

above the beach at

Kitty Hawk, N.C.

Henry Ford's moving

assembly line makes cars

affordable to the masses.

Ford produces the first

Model Tin 1908. In 1964,

the sporty Ford Mustang

rolls out at $2,368 and

sets an all-time record

for first-year sales of a

new model.

American Stock/Archive Photos

1&) First drive-in gas {S) Lindbergh flies ^
station solo, nonstop

over I

zeppelin crashes.

<Q) Humans first <©
l Earth passenger

flight begins.

lA Pioneer W <2)
spacecraft leaves

solar system.

and Sojourner

explore Mars.

£)

Cleveland, Ohio,

(J)
traffic lights.

Jel airline

^ij. On her maiden

"^f^" voyage, the great

steam passenger ship

Titanic, thought to be

unsinkable, goes down

after hitting an iceberg in

the North Atlantic. Of the

more than 2,200 persons

aboard the ship, about

1,500 perish.

Parking

meters appear.

|p ^ service hej i-

(2)

McDonald's

starts drive-

through service.

4Q)

NASA

space shuttle.

iO
I.K. to France.

{£>

circles globe nnnsiop.

.k. Man walks on

"^•Jf" the moon.

Apollo 11 astronauts

Neil Armstrong and

Buzz Aldrin plant the

American flag 238,000

miles from Earth as an

estimated 600 million

people on Earth watch

on television.

Freeways change the nature and pace of

travel in America. In 1956, President

Eisenhower authorizes construction of the

Interstate Highway System. By the 1990s,

this nationwide network includes more than

42,500 miles of highways.

4 First built in 1903, the Harley-Davidson

y becomes America's best-known motorcycle in

the 1950s. Raw power and a distinctive rumble

appeal to rebels of the 1950s and 1960s and

to business executives of the 1990s.

Orbital construction of the International

Space Station (1SS) begins in 1998 when

space shuttle Endeavor crew members

connect the station's first two sections.

ISS is to become the largest cooperative

space mission in history.



-ItJUV
Chocolate from the

jy New World takes

Europe by storm.

Brought to Spain from

Mexico, chocolate is

so costly that

Europeans water it

down for use as a drink.

Natives of Mexico have

prized chocolate since

ancient times.

^ John Montagu, 4
lh
Earl of Sandwich, i

his servants to bring him his meat between

two pieces of bread. This way he can eat with

one hand while continuing to play cards with

the other. The term "sandwich" is born.

-^jjp-

As the millennium begins, European peasant

food is plain and often scarce. Feasting on

meat is reserved for the wealthy. Table

utensils include only a knife; most people

just eat with their hands. Slabs of dense

bread, called trenchers, serve as plates.

-j.. Europe's first

""r'coffeehouse

opens in England. By

1700, there are 2

coffeehouses in London

alone. Early coffeehouses

are important places to

transact business. Lloyd's

Coffeehouse evolves into

Lloyd's of London, the

giant insurance brokerage.

|ffi) Spices are

costly luxuries.

|ff) Spice trade {S) Naiive Americans ^^ Polalo famine ^^ Jell is a ^) Topperware ^) Packaged salads 0)
inspires

World's first

restaurant opens

in China. C^

introduce

to colonists.

Forks lirst

< on tables.

C^

swells Irish

emigration.

Boston Tea Party

fuels rebellion.

new treat.

Canned foods

< in stores.

i introduced.

^i

First commercial

i opens.

become available.

Pop-top cans

are (

^p

Organic food

sales soar.

Swanson creates

the TV dinner,

sold in boxes designed to

look like television sets.

Frozen dinners are

possible because of

Clarence Birdseye's 1929

invention of early methods

for freezing food.

Blocks of ice are cut, delivered to homes and

sold for use in kitchen ice chests. It is the

early 1930s before reliable electric home

refrigerators are in common use.

^-l. Alexander S*B
W*- Campbell, Cu
Brooklyn, is the

first to deliver milk

in glass bottles.

For many years the

neighborhood

milkman is the

most common way

to obtain fresh milk,

before the age

of supermarkets.

America's first large self-service supermarket

opens, followed by the invention of the grocery

shopping cart in 1937. During the Depression,

supermarkets become a significant part of the

food distribution network.

1000

,

"IP
Choices expand in school lunch programs.

A growing number of public schools begin

featuring national fast-food outlets and soft

drink brands in the school lunchroom.

J



use engraved

wooden blocks to print

playing cards, one of the

first uses of printing in

Europe. Playing cards

come to Europe from

the Middle East during

the Crusades.

occer is first played in America, using a

sheep's bladder as a ball. As the millennium

closes, millions of American youth play in

organized soccer leagues. In 1999, the U.S.

women's soccer team wins the World Cup.

2000 PholoDisc. Inc.

<]£>

(P)

Archery competition is a common pastime in

the Middle Ages. Archery skill is so important

that English kings ban football because it

takes men away from archery practice.

Golf is a

popular

sport in Scotland. In

1552, Saint Andrews

is a favorite place

for golfing. Mary,

Queen of Scots is

reportedly the first

woman golfer and

helps spread golf's

popularity in Europe.

Invent checkers

{£) German bowlers ^) Norway introduces ^^ Ice hockey ^) James Naismith ^) LEGO company (0) Football tans (£)
use

stone hall as sport.

originates

i Canada.

Invents basketball. opens in enjoy first

Super Bowl.

French enjoy

early tern

UleiiiJ. iO

Native Americans

play lacrosse.

4£y

Scottish blacksmith

invents pedal bicycle.

roller coaster.

ffi

Yoyo is

introduced

^p

Game consoles

£) PC technnlogy.

Baseball is first

played as an

organized sport at Hoboken,

NJ., when the New York Club

defeats the Knickerbocker

Baseball Club on June 19.

More than 100 years later,

Jackie Robinson breaks the

color barrier in major league

baseball in 1947.

Corbis-Bettmann/l'PI

Tony Eiparza'CBJvEnlertainmenl Communications

JlL Game shows become widely popular TV fare in

F«P* the 1950s. One of the top 10 shows of 1959, NBC's

"The Price Is Right," still draws large audiences

in 1999 on CBS, where it is the longest-running

game show in television history.

Parker Brothers introduces Monopoly, which

becomes one of the world's most successful

board games. By the late 1990s, the popular

game is available on interactive CD.

^p-
Athens, Greece, hosts the first modern

Olympics. Winter Games are not held until

1924. At the 1998 Winter Olympics, American

figure skaters Tara Lipinski and Michelle Kwan

win the gold and silver medals respectively,

and China's Lu Chen wins the bronze.

2

Michael

Jordan,

considered by

many to be

basketball's

greatest player,

retires from

the NBA. His

talents lead the

Chicago Bulls

to six NBA

championships

in the 1990s.

Reuler^Corbis-Bettnidfin
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4^-
Literacy is reserved for the clergy and a few

students. Monks and scribes laboriously

copy books by hand using goose-quill pens.

Books are such rare treasures that in some

libraries they are chained to the shelf.

® Most Europeans dffi
Din illilnnnln

is a means

of communication for some

early cultures. It bridges

language differences

i

between societies and

eventually evolves into

a formal alphabet for

communication by the

hearing impaired.

^ William Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet"

'^W is first performed. London's Globe Theater

opens in 1599, where many of his plays are

staged. By 1600, the great playwright pens

at least 20 plays.

are illiterate. invent first

movable type.

Cfik Europe expands use

of Arabic numerals.

© 2000 PhotoDisc, Inc.

jfk. Johann

~**r'^ Gutenberg

invents a way to mass-

produce the written

word. He devises the

first Western movable-

type system and a new

kind of printing press.

Gutenberg's inventions

speed the spread of

knowledge and literacy.

^% Pnnied

music appears.

dfffifc Leonardo da^
paints

«\ Clockmaker

rfnoinno |jp"?|

minute hand.

^Ti
oil

creates U.S.

Japanese woman

writes the first novel.

tfj
(J[)

Snme sncieties

use smoke

(fl^

Chaocer pens

Canterbury Tales.

^)

Lead pencils make

writing easier.

British Navy

originates signal

Ufo flag messages.

Mozart composes

fat

Braille develops

m^ age eight. A for the blind.

***. The first

-Sim*- . .

**r regularly

printed newspaper is

a four-page weekly

publication, the Relation,

printed in Germany. It is

1702 before the first daily

newspaper appears, The

Daily Courant of London.

jgjjmL Instant long-distance communication is possible.

>|r Samuel Morse invents the telegraph and a

dot-dash code to carry messages over a wire.

In 1851, Hiram Sibley founds Western Union

Telegraph Company.

4®-

4^
One if by land, two if by sea. Lanterns signal

the advance of British troops, and Paul

Revere rides to warn American colonists

of the attack. His famous ride also signals

the beginning of the American Revolution.

1

Frenchman Nicephore Niepce creates the

first permanent photograph. His partner,

Louis Daguerre, carries Niepce's work

further by inventing a process of capturing

images on metal plates.

American Christopher

Sholes invents the

typewriter. To keep rapid

typists from jamming the

keys, Sholes designs the

keyboard so that

frequently combined

letters are located far apart.

This layout lasts into the

computer age.



4mp
Austria introduces the first postcards. For

only pennies, postcards keep people in touch

before telephones are common. Calling cards,

commercial valentines and other printed

personal greetings are popular customs.

-IfftW
lnventor

t^ Thomas Edison

patents a practical electric

light bulb. Electric lights

have a profound effect

on society, increasing

opportunities for reading,

writing, socializing

and working.

-*<P>-

Alexander

Graham Bell

^% Pony Express ^% Viewers marvel ^) Mickey Mouse ffih
^^^

rannip? mill
*"*r .. 01n iu

^"^ onnoano nn filmcarries mil a! early

silent movies

appears on I

I Labs

it transistor.

patents the telephone.

By the end of the

millennium, missing

a phone call is almost

impossible as answering

machines take instant

messages. Cell phones,

a beepers and voice

mail expand

ommunication options.

<^
Guglielmo Marconi invents the radio,

providing a way for sound to travel long

distances without the use of wires. During

the 1920s and 1930s, radio is the primary

source of news and family entertainment

for most Americans.

tffik King delivers
^
ffitj Vietnam War^^

"I Have a Dream" t^ sparks protests.

^Berlin Wall tails. tA

Ellison invents

(2) (2)

. women

win right to vote.

{£)

Drive-in theaters

attract crowds.

TV carries

t^tj
fr (£)

MTV goes on air.

(y) (£)

HDTV becomes

available.

Ht Movie making

"llpl^' experiences a

"golden age" in the late

1930s and early 1940s. In 1939,

Gone With the Wind and

The WizardofOz premiere.

Citizen Kane follows in 1941,

and Casablanca in 1942. Studio

giants are MGM, Paramount,

RKO and Warner Brothers.

^ Personal

^r computers

become available to

the mass market, thus

paving the way for

desktop publishing.

laptop notebook

computers allow people

to compute from

almost anywhere.

A Television is invented in 1926, and regular

-%^ network TV broadcasts begin after World War

II. One of TV's most popular shows is CBS's

"I Love Lucy," premiering in 1951. Television

transforms almost every aspect of life in the

twentieth centurv.

ions of people worldwide cruise the

nformation Highway via the Internet, and

instantaneous e-mail communication

becomes common. As the millennium

ends, computer, TV, video and telephone

technologies begin to converge.



Medieval knights wear a short wool tunic

and a coat of chain mail. Gauntlets (heavy

leather gloves) and sword complete the

attire, which is so costly only wealthy men

can afford to be knights.

Medieval men's shoes have long,

pointed toes. Individuals of higher

social status are allowed to have longer

points on their shoes, some as long as 18 inches.

Moss stuffed into the toe maintains its shape.

^3 Europeans wear ^)
simple tunics

and

^) is invented. |J) High heels are

popular lor men

and women.

{R>

wear bobbed hair,

short dresses.

W.W. II prompts <5> Alro hairdo ^
is popular.

as decoration,

ffftH not fasteners. ^)

Men and women

wear earrings.

^fy

Cosmetics

and pertume

i into fashion.

Corsets and

hustles are

gf% essential attire.

I appear.

^)

Hair gets long,

skirts get short.

"Retro"

fashions mimic

\ earlier decades.

^fijjw^. Men and women
^*tyr Wear elaborate

powdered wigs made of

human hair, horsehair and

goat hair. Because the

large wigs are heavy and

hot, some people shave

their heads and wear a

cloth cap under the wig to

absorb perspiration.

j-t. With flowers in

"^Wfr their hair and

everywhere, hippies

express their philosophy

of world peace and love.

Hippies favor bell-bottom

jeans, granny dresses,

bare feet, long hair,

beads, headbands and

bright colors.

A The Industrial Revolution brings mass-produced

-fffllf- textiles, standard clothing sizes and the first

ready-to-wear garments. In 1851, Isaac Singer

invents the home-use sewing machine.

Indoor malls are popular with teens not only

for shopping, but also for socializing. The

first enclosed mall is built in 1956. In 1992,

the Mall of America, the largest mall in the

U.S., opens in Minnesota.
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